You want the etamax spirit? Then apply as

Software Tester (m/f/d)  
(location: Braunschweig)

WHAT WE DO – AND WHY
etamax space is a growing technology company and we need you for that! Our business is safety-critical software and systems, which we process from A for analysis to Z for zero fault tolerance. Our customers include leading companies in the aerospace, transportation and automotive industries. Work together with us on projects that move!

YOUR TASKS
- Testing of (embedded) software applications in line with their automotive requirements and standards
- Be part of an agile team that designs and executes software tests and analyses their results
- Participate and contribute to the software reviews and applicable documentation
- Continuously improve the company’s software validation & verification process

YOUR QUALIFICATION
- BS or MS Degree in Computer Science, Electronic Engineering or equivalent field or proven software engineering experience
- At least one year of relevant software unit and/or integration testing experience
- Very good knowledge of the software engineering process especially for V&V activities
- Proven experience with the test frameworks Google Test and/or Cantata
- In addition proven experience with the following programing languages: C++, Python
- Autonomous, structure-oriented way of working with strong communication and organizational skills
- Very good level of English in both spoken and written

Advantage factors:
- Certification as ISTQB® Certified Tester - Foundation Level
- Proven experience in the automotive industry following the ISO 26262
- Practical experience with continuous integration, versioning control tools, build management in CMake and/or Maven, (embedded) software testing technics and tools

WHAT WE OFFER
- At etamax space you can expect interesting projects in a technologically attractive environment
- You work in a dedicated team, where the doors are literally always open for questions and ideas
- Flexible working hours, independent working in our flat hierarchy and possibilities to develop your career are only a few advantages of an employment at etamax
- Exciting projects, an open and cooperative atmosphere as well as many nice colleagues are looking forward to you!